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The Giving Model
A system for transformational speakers, trainers &
facilitators, who have an incredible process, a life
changing program or training and who are committed
to having their message reach more people in the
most effective and leveraged way.
The Giving Model helps to do all that whilst
transforming you into a 'giving first' organisation
that builds contribution into your foundations.

GIVING FIRST
The Giving Model is created on the premise
that you will always receive more in return
through the act of giving first.

HOW THE
GIVING MODEL
TRANSFORMS
ORGANISATIONS

GIVING VISION
By closing the financial gap between those
who can and those who cannot afford your
programs, you create the opportunity for
exponential transformation for all.

GIVING MISSION
By building funding and giving targets
into your annual financial model, you
are able to design your giving impact
into every transaction upfront.

DIRECT CAMPAIGN
Go from pitching to your prospects to
exciting them and inviting them to apply to
win or receive funding towards your
program.

WHERE THE
GIVING
MODEL IS
MOST SUITED

FOLLOWUP CAMPAIGN
When you've done your best at your live or
online event, then reengage your prospects
with a new opportunity to participate and
potentially win your advanced programs.

EVENT CAMPAIGN
From a free or low cost event or
experience, live or online, rather than
asking your audience to buy your
program, you invite them to receive
more value through an application.

CONTEST
A giveaway of your training, program or
bundle with second place cash prizes
awarded toward their investment.

MAIN STYLES
OF THE
GIVING
MODEL USED
TODAY

SCHOLARSHIP
Prospects apply to access partial funding
towards their tuition fees through an
interview style assessment process.

APPLICATION
Primarily used to assess the suitability of
an applicant for funding and/or qualify
them for your specific program or offer.

The Giving Model is Best Suited for
Those Who...
Are prominent thought leaders in their niche
Offer a proven product, service or transformational program
Offer at least one, “in demand” product suite that positively impacts
humanity
Have a thriving community and a reputation for delivering great value
(generally above 50,000 engaged audience as a minimum)
Have an effective operating team or strong partnerships with external
service providers (generally not a 'solopreneur’)
Are fun to be around, easy to work with
Are creative and open to feedback and guidance (conscious of their ego)
Are working from a high level of integrity, humility and guided flow
Are up for the long game, committed to this as their life work
And are creating positive impact and contributing to their community in
extraordinary ways

Results to Expect
It's common for us to add 25%+ in additional sales
revenue after an event, and often we match or
outperform the revenue of the event given an up-sell
offer strategy. With in-program and warm audience
campaigns we generally achieve 50% - 90%
conversion rates on applicants.
As a result of the Giving Model, we often give as
much in funding as the revenue we generate.

Case Studies
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Evergreen Challenge to Scholarship - Cold and Warm Audience
Campaign Name: 5 Day Online Challenge
Target: - US$ 50,000 / mth

Client: Personal Development

Time Frame: - 5 months

Contributions: $ 371,791

Campaign Calculations Over 5 Months:
Target Audience: ~ Initially 50,000 warm DB audience, then continuous FB advertising
Average Applications Monthly: - 82
Average Sales Per Month: - 23
Average Monthly Revenue: - $ 75,141

Total Applications: - 408
Total Sales: - 115
Total Revenue: - US$ 375,709

Strategy:
Marketing: We worked with the client's team on how to frame up an offer that would work as an evergreen challenge, that
would maximise applications and increase the conversion rates they were currently achieving. The scholarship model was a
perfect fit and they had something in place that we could work with, ramp up and utilise for the marketing and sales
conversations, called the Rio Scholarship.
Flow: The 5 day challenge was already achieving good participation results, so we only adjusted 2 aspects of it, a day 2
opportunity for the participants to apply to access the scholarship funding, and a final, bonus day where the scholarship
was explained further and invitations encouraged. The success of this is 2 fold, firstly a high value challenge, and then an
offer that is so irresistible that almost everyone wants to apply, setting up for even higher completion rates and amazing
evaluation and sales conversations.

Warm Traffic from Webinar to Competition
Campaign Name: Health Competition Dec 2021
Stretch Target: AUD$ 320,000

Client: Natural Health

Time Frame: 9 weeks to date

Contributions: $ 267,849

Campaign Calculations To Date February 2022:
Target Audience: 2,330 who showed up but didn't purchase at one of his recent live online webinars
Applications for contest: 480
Conversations held: ~256
Still to be completed: 174

Sales: 56

Actual Revenue: AUD$ 380,262

Strategy:
Marketing: Invitations to people who'd showed up over the past few months at the speaker's free webinars, and who'd not yet
purchased any programs, with a chance to win one of his advanced retreat bundles, worth over $15,500 and 2nd prize cash
awards to be used towards the most suitable program for them.
Flow: As a respected leader in the field of health and healing, the Speaker launched this competition to an audience who had
recently experienced him live online. We are going to run this model twice a year to people joining our clients database and who
have not taken action on signing up for one of their major programs.

3 Day Online Event to Scholarship - Cold and Warm traffic
Campaign Name: Virtual Healing Experience
Target: - US$ 150,000

Client: Emotional Healing

Time Frame: - 6 weeks

Contributions: $ 99,387

Campaign Plan Calculations:
Target Audience: - 83,000 warm DB and custom FB ad audience of ~40,000
Target Registrations: - 2,000
Target Applications: - 100
Target Sales: - 30
Target Revenue: - $ 150,000

Actual Registrations: - 2,625
Actual Applications: - 105
Total Sales: - 33 sales
Actual Revenue: - US$ 131,613

Strategy:
Marketing: In order to give prospects an experience of the healing work that our client offers, we designed a 3 day retreat with
her that would give people a clear understanding of the value of the work she offers, and also give them the confidence and
encouragement to commit to delving deeper.
Flow: Over the 3 days, participants got a taste of the types of healing modalities available, they were taken on a journey to
understand more about their own bodies, and as a call to action we invited them to apply to access partial scholarship funding
towards their tuition for the 10 day live online program.

Examples
of the
Giving
Model in
Action

Clients We Work With

What Our Clients Say

The secret of living
is giving
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